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Prelimbic area to lateral hypothalamus
circuit drives social aggression

Fuhai Bai,1,8 Lu Huang,1,8 Jiao Deng,2 Zonghong Long,1 Xianglin Hao,3 Penghui Chen,4 Guangyan Wu,5

Huizhong Wen,4 Qiangting Deng,6 Xiaohang Bao,1 Jing Huang,1 Ming Yang,1 Defeng Li,7 Yukun Ren,1

Min Zhang,1 Ying Xiong,4,* and Hong Li1,9,*

SUMMARY

Controlling aggression is a vital skill in social species such as rodents and humans and has been associated
with the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). In this study, we showed that during aggressive behavior, the
activity of GABAergic neurons in the prelimbic area (PL) of the mPFC was significantly suppressed. Spe-
cific activation of GABAergic PL neurons significantly curbedmale-to-male aggression and inhibited condi-
tioned place preference (CPP) for aggression-paired contexts, whereas specific inhibition of GABAergic
PL neurons brought about the opposite effect. Moreover, GABAergic projections from PL neurons to
the lateral hypothalamus (LH) orexinergic neurons mediated aggressive behavior. Finally, directly modu-
lated LH-orexinergic neurons influence aggressive behavior. These results suggest that GABAergic PL-
orexinergic LH projection is an important control circuit for intermale aggressive behavior, both of which
could be targets for curbing aggression.

INTRODUCTION

Aggression is a conserved innate behavior during evolution. However, uncontrollable aggression causes enormous problems to human so-

ciety. It can also be a symptom of various neurological and psychiatric disorders, including Alzheimer’s disease and a change in hormone

levels.1,2 Currently, treatment for this uncontrollable behavior is limited to non-specific psychotic medications. In order to develop a specific

mitigative strategy, it is pivotal to understand the underlying neural circuit for this behavior.

The mPFC is an area known to play a pivotal role in a social hierarchy,3–6 which is achieved by a series of territorial behaviors, including

aggression and violence.7,8 It projects to the dorsal raphe, ventral tegmental area, hypothalamus, and so forth and exerts top-down modu-

lations on various types of neurotransmission. In human, lesion to the prefrontal cortex, especially themPFC, have been shown to cause impul-

sivity and antisocial behaviors.9–11 Brain-lesion and brain imaging studies suggest that neural circuitries of reactive aggression in humans are

similar to aggression-related neural networks in rodents.7 Nonspecific activation of the mPFC was also found to inhibit aggression behavior

between males.8 Specifically, optogenetic activation of excitatory neurons in the mPFC inhibits intermale aggression in mice. In contrast, op-

togenetic silencing ofmPFCexcitatory neurons causes an escalation of aggressive behavior both quantitatively and qualitatively.8,12 Although

these results highlight the importance of mPFC excitatory neurons in aggression, the inhibitory neurons in mPFC as well as the projections

targets of mPFC neurons mediate the aggression modulatory effect remain largely unknown.

It is known that themPFC consists ofmost glutamatergic excitatory projection neurons. However, there is a small population of GABAergic

inhibitory neurons (10–20% in rodents).13,14 GABAergic interneurons control information flow by targeting specific domains of principal neu-

rons. It is believed that GABAergic interneurons regulate the timing of pyramidal cell firing, synchronize network activity, generate cortical

rhythms, and regulate sensory receptive fields and plasticity. They also involve in maintaining the balance between excitatory and inhibitory

impulses while preventing runaway excitations that are essential for survival.13,15–19 Despite these studies, very little is known about the

GABAergic neurons in themPFC that are associatedwith aggression, includingwhether they provide long-range projections andwhere these

projections lead.

In this study, we sought to characterize the cell-type-specific dynamics of PL (one of themPFC regions) GABAergic neurons during aggres-

sion and to determine the downstream effect and neuronal specificity for the PL GABAergic modulation of aggressive behavior. First, the
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number of activated glutamatergic neurons is increased in the PL, but the number of activated GABAergic neurons is decreased during

aggression, along with diminished calcium signaling in GABAergic neurons. Next, we found that direct optogenetic or chemogenetic manip-

ulation of GABAergic PL neurons altered aggressive behavior and aggression CPP. Furthermore, we found that LH orexinergic neurons

receiveGABAergic projections from the PL by anterograde tracing, andGABAergic PL-LHprojections could be an important target formodu-

lating aggressive behavior. Our findings indicate that GABAergic neurons in the PL, and their projection to LH orexinergic neurons, are impor-

tant components for mitigating strategies against aggression.

RESULTS

Individual differences in aggression-related behavior

To study individual differences in aggression, we used the resident intruder (RI) test model of social defeat for CD-1 mice (Figure S1A). After

three consecutive days of the RI test screen, approximately 80% (32/40) of mice exhibited aggressive behavior (termed aggressors (AGGs))

during the test, and approximately 20% (8/40) failed to initiate aggressive behavior (termed non-aggressors (NONs)) during the test (Fig-

ure S1B). Ethological analysis revealed that aggression in AGGs toward the intruder was significantly increased (Figure S1C), so were the

mean number of attack bouts (Figure S1D) and mean duration of attack bouts (Figure S1E), as compared to that of NONs. At the same

time, the mean number of pursuit bouts (Figure S1F) and mean duration of pursuit bouts (Figure S1G) were also significantly increased in

AGGs vs. NONs.

Recent animal studies have shown that highly aggressive male mice use levers to force access to subordinate intruders20 and form a CPP

for contexts associated with access to subordinate intruders.2,21 To assay the aggressive state of CD-1 mice, we also used a CPP model by

receiving novel C57BL/6J intruder-paired or intruder-unpaired sessions twice a day for three continuous days after aggression screening

(Figures S1A and S1H). AGGs exhibited a CPP for the intruder-paired context, while NONs displayed conditioned place aversion (CPA,

Figures S1I–S1K). In addition, we tested the time spent in the center of an open field to determine the anxiety level (Figures S1L and

S1M). These results indicated that the CPP or CPA effects were notmediated by changes in overall activity or anxiety. After behavioral testing,

the corticosterone level was decreased (Figure S1N), and the testosterone level was elevated (Figure S1O) in AGGs, suggesting that AGGs

may be more dominant than NONs stressed by forced intruder interactions.

Aggression is associated with decreased prelimbic GABAergic neuron activity

To look for aggressively activated nuclei, we first performed the RI paradigm for 10 min and then examined the whole brain for c-Fos expres-

sion. The c-Fos expression was dramatically increased throughout the brain under aggression, and we observed a marked accumulation of

strong c-Fos+ neurons in the PL. Considering that PL is involved in the acute and chronic regulation of social dominance,5,6,22 we focus here on

the PL during aggression. Specifically, 1.5 h after the endof the RI test on day 3 (Figure 1A), we found the number of c-Fos+ neurons in the PL of

Figure 1. Aggressive behaviors are associated with decreased PL GABAergic neuron activity

(A) Flow diagram of immunofluorescence.

(B) Representative images of immunofluorescence in the PL for c-Fos (red) and DAPI (blue) overlay in NONs and AGGsmice after RI screening (scale bar, 100 mm).

(C and D) Representative images of immunofluorescence in the PL for VGlut2 (green) (C), GABA (green) (D) and c-Fos (red) overlay in NONs and AGGs mice after

RI screening (scale bar, 30 mm).

(E) Pie chart depicting percentage of PL neurons that are positive for VGlut2 or GABA as determined by immunofluorescence, n = 4 mice for each group.

(F) c-Fos+ nuclei were higher in AGGs than in NONs for total and VGlut2+ PL neurons and lower in GABA+ LHb neurons. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, total:

p = 0.0014; VGlut2: p < 0.0001; GABA: p = 0.0202. n = 4 mice for each group, two slices per mouse.

(G) Flow diagram of fiber photometry recording.

(H) Flow diagram of in vitro electrophysiology.

(I) Aggression RI schematic.

(J) Heatmap representation of Ca2+ transients of GABAergic neurons in the PL evoked by aggressive behavior. Each row represents a bout. n = 8 mice.

(K) Peri-event plot of AGGs PL GABAergic neurons activity 2 s before and after a bite from an aggressive bout. The red line denotes the mean signals for all

animals, whereas the pink shaded region denotes the SEM, n = 8 biologically independent mice.

(L) AGGs displayed a decrease in average GABAergic neuron activity after a bite. Two-tailed paired t-test, n = 8 biologically independent mice, 3–5 bites per

mouse, p < 0.0001.

(M) Non-aggression RI schematic.

(N) Heatmap representation of GCaMP6m transients in NONs. n = 8 mice.

(O) Peri-event plot of NONs PL GABAergic neurons activity. The red line denotes the mean signals for all animals, whereas the pink shaded region denotes the

SEM, n = 8 biologically independent mice.

(P) NONs displayed no change in average GABAergic neuron activity duration of RI testing. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.6904. n = 8 biologically independent

mice.

(Q) Spontaneous firing of GABAergic neurons recorded in the PL of NONs and AGGs with the membrane potential held at �50 mV

(R) Scatterplot representative the firing rate of GABAergic neurons in the PL firing properties of NONs and AGGs. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0464. n = 8

cells, n = 8 mice for each group.

(S) Representative firing responses to 50 pA current injections in NONs and AGGs.

(T) Representative the firing rate of GABAergic neurons in the PL firing after 50 pA current injections of NONs and AGGs. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p < 0.0001.

n = 12 cells, n = 8 mice for each group. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; All data were presented as means G SEM.
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Figure 2. Opto and chemogenetics activation of PL GABAergic neurons reduced aggressive behaviors

(A) Flowchart of a chemogenetic activation experiment.

(B) Flowchart of an optogenetics activation experiment.

(C) Surgical manipulations and representative viral infection for GABAergic neuron in the PL.
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AGGs was much higher than in NONs (Figure 1B). To better understand the role of specific PL cell types (glutamatergic versus GABAergic) in

aggressive behavior. We conducted double immunohistochemistry and found that after RI exposure, the number of double-labelled gluta-

matergic neurons of the marker vesicular glutamate transporter 2 (VGlut2) c-Fos+ was higher, whereas the number of double-labelled

GABAergic c-Fos+ neurons was lower in AGGs compared with NONs (Figures 1C and 1D). Similar with previous studies,13,23 we found fewer

GABAergic neurons (11.2%) than VGlut2 neurons (88.8%) in the PL (Figure 1E), and the proportion of GABAergic c-Fos+ neurons in the RI test

was lower than that of VGlut2 c-Fos+ neurons (Figure 1F).

To confirm this phenomenon, we performed cell-type-specific fiber photometry to record their activity during the RI test. To do this, we

injected AAV-mDlx-GCaMP6s into the PL of CD-1 mice and implanted a fiber above the infected cells. Three weeks after surgery (Figure 1G),

AGGs displayed robust diminished GABAergic neuron activity at the initiation of an aggressive interaction (Figures 1I–1L), whereas

GABAergic neuron activity remained invariable in the NONs group (Figures 1M–1P). The mDlx enhancer sequence is specifically expressed

in all forebrain GABAergic interneurons and can be used in the context of recombinant adeno-associated virus to broadly and specifically

target and manipulate GABAergic interneurons.24 To determine the specificity of the mDlx enhancer, we injected AAV-mDlx-mCherry into

the PL. Three weeks later, we found that a few cells expressing mCherry also expressed VGlut2 (�1.6%; Figures S2A and S2C). As expected,

the majority of cells expressing mCherry also expressed GABA (�97.1%; Figures S2B and S2C).

To investigate whether PL GABAergic neurons are related to aggression in vitro, we injected AAV-mDlx-EGFP into the PL of CD-1 mice to

label the GABAergic neurons in this region, and viruses were allowed 3 weeks for expression before whole-cell patch-clamp recordings (Fig-

ure 1H). The firing frequency of PL GABAergic neurons was significantly decreased in AGGs compared to NONs (Figures 1Q and 1R). In addi-

tion, we used a 50-pA depolarizing current injection in current-clampmode based on responses to a 500ms, and PL GABAergic neuron firing

frequency was significantly reduced in AGGs compared to NONs (Figures 1S–1T).

Activation of prelimbic GABAergic neurons decreased aggression

Our next question was whether GABAergic PL neuronal activity is sufficient to elicit aggression and aggression CPP. We injected AAV-mDlx-

hM3Dq-mCherry or AAV-mDlx-mCherry into the PL of AGGs and intraperitoneally injected them with clozapine-N-oxide (CNO) or vehicle to

chemogenetically activate GABAergic neurons after 3 weeks of virus expression (Figures 2A and 2C). CNO treatment significantly increased

GABAergic c-Fos+ expression in the PL after RI test (Figures 2D and 2E). Interestingly, aggressive behavior was significantly ameliorated by

CNO treatment in AAV-mDlx-hM3Dq-mCherry infectedAGGs (Figures 2F–2J). At the same time, chemogenetic activation of GABAergic neu-

rons in the PL of AGGs (Figure S3A) promoted aversion to the intruder-paired context during aggression CPP (Figures S3B–S3E). As observed

inNONs, chemogenetic activation of GABAergic PL neurons failed to promote aversion to the intruder-paired context during aggression CPP

(Figures S3G–S3J).

To confirm this, we next used an optogenetic approach. We injected AAV-mDlx-hChR2-mCherry or AAV-mDlx-mCherry into the PL of

AGGs (Figure 2K). Similar to the chemogenetic results, we found that blue light (473 nm, 25 Hz, 20-ms in width, 10–15 mW, Figure 2B) signif-

icantly increased GABAergic c-Fos+ expression in the PL after RI test (Figures 2L and 2M). Optogenetic activation of PL GABAergic neurons

with ChR2 in AGGs significantly decreased aggressive behaviors in RI test (Figures 2N-2R).

Figure 2. Continued

(D) Representative images of immunofluorescence for c-Fos (green), mCherry (red) andDAPI (blue) in hM3Dq+Vehicle group and hM3Dq+CNOgroup (scale bar,

30 mm).

(E) CNO treatment increased the percent of c-Fos+ and GABA+ co-expression neurons in hM3Dq+CNOgroup compared to hM3Dq+Vehicle group. Two-tailed

unpaired t-test, p < 0.0001. n = 6 mice for each group.

(F) hM3Dq-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased attack latency after CNO treatment in RI. two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0211. n = 13 mice for

each group.

(G) hM3Dq-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced attack bouts after CNO treatment in RI. two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0271. n = 13 mice for each

group.

(H) hM3Dq-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced attack duration after CNO treatment in RI. two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0406. n = 13 mice for

each group.

(I) hM3Dq-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced pursuit bouts after CNO treatment in RI. two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0322. n = 13 mice for each

group.

(J) hM3Dq-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced pursuit duration after CNO treatment in RI. two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0362. n = 13mice for each

group.

(K) Surgical manipulations and representative viral infection for GABAergic neuron in the PL.

(L) Representative images of immunofluorescence for c-Fos (green), mCherry (red) and DAPI (blue) in mCherry group and ChR2 group (scale bar, 30 mm).

(M) Blue light increased the percent of c-Fos+ and GABA+ co-expression neurons in ChR2 group compared to mCherry group. Two-tailed unpaired t-test,

p < 0.0001. n = 6 mice for each group.

(N) ChR2-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased attack latency in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0107. n = 9 mice for each group.

(O) ChR2-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced attack bouts in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0004, n = 9 mice for each group.

(P) ChR2-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced attack duration in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0245, n = 9 mice for each group.

(Q) ChR2-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced pursuit bouts in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0081, n = 9 mice for each group.

(R) ChR2-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced pursuit duration in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0371, n = 9mice for each group. *p < 0.05,

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; All data were presented as means G SEM.
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Figure 3. Opto and chemogenetics inhibition of PL GABAergic neurons increased aggressive behaviors

(A) Flowchart of an optogenetics inhibition experiment.

(B) Flowchart of an optogenetics inhibition experiment.
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Inhibition of prelimbic GABAergic neurons elicited aggression

To determinewhether PL GABAergic neurons contribute to aggression, we assayed if the chemogenetic inhibition of these neurons increases

aggression and aggression CPP. We injected AAV-mDlx-hM4Di-EGFP or AAV-mDlx-EGFP into the PL of AGGs, and after 3 weeks of virus

expression CNO treatment (Figures 3A and 3C) significantly reduced GABAergic c-Fos+ expression in the PL after RI test (Figures 3D and

3E). Ethological analysis revealed that CNO-treated AGGs significantly increased aggressive behaviors (Figures 3F–3J). Chemogenetic inhi-

bition of the PL of AGGs did not further elicit CPP for the intruder-paired context during aggression (Figures S3B and S3C) but did increase

intruder-paired time (Figure S3F). As observed in NONs, chemogenetic inhibition of PL GABAergic neurons of NONs robustly promoted CPP

in the intruder-paired context (Figures S3G, S3H, and S3K).

To confirm this, we next used an optogenetic approach to inhibit GABAergic neuronal activity in the PL. To do this, we injected AAV-mDlx-

eNpHR-EGFP or AAV-mDlx-EGFP into the PL of AGGs (Figure 3K). As expected, we found that yellow light (589 nm, 20 Hz, 10-ms in width, 15–

20 mW, Figure 3B) significantly decreased PL GABAergic c-Fos+ expression after RI test (Figures 3L and 3M). Optogenetic inhibition of PL

GABAergic neurons with eNpHR in AGGs increased aggressive behaviors (Figures 3N–3R).

Manipulation of GABAergic signaling in the lateral hypothalamus influences aggression

The PL sends projections to several of the brain areas linked to aggression, such as the hypothalamus, amygdala, periaqueductal gray (PAG)

and dorsal raphe nucleus.25–27 Next, we testedwhetherGABAergic PL neurons project to downstreamareas andwhich of themare involved in

aggression. We performed anterograde tracing of their projections by injecting AAV-mDlx-EGFP into the PL of CD-1 mice (Figure S4A), and

we observed a prominent axonal projection of EGFP-positive axons in some regions, such as the internal capsule (IC) (Figure S4B), the nucleus

of the horizontal limb of the diagonal band (HDB) (Figure S4C), and the LH area (Figure S4D). These results suggest that GABAergic PL neu-

rons might directly target neurons in the major downstream regions of PL efferents.

To investigate whether PL GABAergic neurons projecting outside influence aggressive behavior, we injected AAV-mDlx-mCherry, AAV-

mDlx-hChR2-mCherry, or AAV-mDlx-eNpHR-mCherry into the PL, and optogenetic stimulation of the axonal terminals of GABAergic PL neu-

rons in the IC (Figure S5) or HDB (Figure S6) had no obvious effects on aggressive behavior. However, we found that blue light stimulation of

GABAergic PL neuron axonal terminals in the LH of AGGs significantly reduced orexinergic c-Fos+ expression (Figures 4A–4C) and inhibited

mouse aggression (Figures 4D–4H).Whereas yellow light stimulation of GABAergic PL neuron axonal terminals in the LH of AGGs significantly

increased orexinergic c-Fos+ expression (Figures 4I–4K) and promoted mouse aggression (Figures 4L–4P).

Prelimbic GABAergic neurons project to lateral hypothalamus orexinergic meurons to regulate aggressive behavior

Then, we were curious about which type of neurons are the targets of long-term GABAergic projection from the PL. Considering that orex-

inergic neurons are strictly localized in the hypothalamus, particularly in the lateral hypothalamic area,28 the orexinergic system plays an

important role in the regulation of various motivated behaviors, from sleep arousal to social interaction.21,29–31 Therefore, we proposed

that GABA-mediated disinhibition of orexin signaling would promote aggressive behavior. We injected AAV-mDlx-mCherry or

Figure 3. Continued

(C) Surgical manipulations and representative viral infection for GABAergic neuron in the PL.

(D) Representative images of immunofluorescence for EGFP (green), c-Fos (red) and DAPI (blue) in hM4Di+Vehicle group and hM4Di+CNO group (scale bar,

30 mm).

(E) CNO treatment reduced the percent of c-Fos+ and GABA+ co-expression neurons in hM4Di+CNO group compared to hM4Di +Vehicle group. Two-tailed

unpaired t-test, p = 0.0026. n = 6 mice for each group.

(F) hM4Di-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons decreased attack latency after CNO treatment in RI. two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0460. n = 13 mice for

each group.

(G) hM4Di-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased attack bouts after CNO treatment in RI. two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0024, n = 13 mice for each

group.

(H) hM4Di-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased attack duration after CNO treatment in RI. two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0002, n = 13 mice for

each group.

(I) hM4Di-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased pursuit bouts after CNO treatment in RI. two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0060, n = 13 mice for each

group.

(J) hM4Di-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased pursuit duration after CNO treatment in RI. two-way ANOVA, p = 0.0107 n = 13mice for each

group.

(K) Surgical manipulations and representative viral infection for GABAergic neuron in the PL.

(L) Representative images of immunofluorescence for EGFP (green), c-Fos (red) and DAPI (blue) in EGFP group and eNpHR group (scale bar, 30 mm).

(M) Yellow light increased the percent of c-Fos+ and GABA+ co-expression neurons in eNpHR group compared to EGFP group. Two-tailed unpaired t-test,

p = 0.0003. n = 6 mice for each group.

(N) eNpHR-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced attack latency in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0421. n = 9 mice for each group.

(O) eNpHR-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased attack bouts in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0165, n = 9 mice for each group.

(P) eNpHR-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased attack duration in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0039, n = 9 mice for each group.

(Q) eNpHR-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased pursuit bouts in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0171, n = 9 mice for each group.

(R) eNpHR-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased pursuit duration in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0446 n = 9 mice for each group.

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; All data were presented as means G SEM.
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Figure 4. Optogenetic manipulation of GABAergic inputs to the LH modulates aggressive behavior in AGGs

(A) Schematic showing viral injection into the PL and optogenetic stimulation of GABAergic neuron terminals in the LH.

(B) Representative images of immunofluorescence for mCherry (orexinergic neuron, red), c-Fos (green), and DAPI (blue) in mCherry group and ChR2 group (scale

bar, 30 mm).

(C) Blue light reduced the percent of c-Fos+ and orexin+ co-expression neurons in ChR2 group compared to mCherry group. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p =

0.0037. n = 6 mice for each group.

(D) ChR2-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased attack latency in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0046. n = 9 mice for each group.

(E) ChR2-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced attack bouts in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0081, n = 9 mice for each group.

(F) ChR2-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced attack duration in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0134, n = 9 mice for each group.

(G) ChR2-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced pursuit bouts in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0234, n = 9 mice for each group.

(H) ChR2-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced pursuit duration in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0010, n = 9 mice for each group.

(I) Schematic showing viral injection into the PL and optogenetic stimulation of GABAergic neuron terminals in the LH.
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AAV-mDlx-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry into the PL to label GABAergic PL neurons (Figure 5A) in combination with orexin immunohistochemistry to

visualize GABA-positive axons connected with orexinergic neurons in the LH (Figure 5B). Next, we recorded neurons at LH using whole-cell

patch clamps in combination with intracellular biocytin labeling and immunohistochemistry to confirm that the recorded neurons were orex-

inergic neurons (Figures 5C and 5D).

We found that 5 mM CNO activation of GABAergic PL neurons with hM3D(Gq) in AGG mice significantly inhibited the firing rate of orex-

inergic neurons in the LH. Next, we used a 50 mM bicuculline bath to rescue the firing rate of orexinergic neurons in the LH. After a 2–3 min

washout of bicuculline, the firing rate of orexinergic neurons in the LHwas again reduced. Finally, wewashed out CON from the perfusate, and

the firing rate of orexinergic neurons in the LH recovered to the resting level (Figure 5F). However, the control virus could not induce these

effects (Figure 5E). These results indicated that PL GABAergic neurons may reduce aggression through a long projection to LH orexigenic

neurons.

Next, to determine whether orexinergic neurons in the LH are necessary for inter-male aggression, we used agonists or antagonists of the

orexin receptor to record their activity during RI and aggression CPP (Figures 6A and 6B). To do this, we injected the agonist of both orexin-1

and orexin-2 receptors, orexin-A, into the lateral hypothalamus of AGGs, which triggered an increase in aggressive behavior (Figures 6C–6G).

Orexin-A also elicited CPP for the intruder-paired context during aggression (Figures 6H–6J). On the contrary, intraperitoneal injection of the

dual orexin receptor antagonist almorexant significantly decreased aggressive behavior (Figures 6K–6O) and showed conditioned place aver-

sion in AGGs (Figures 6P–6R). These data support the conclusion that orexinergic neurons in LH are specifically involved in the regulation of

aggressive behavior.

DISCUSSION

Acts of violence account for an estimated 1.43million deaths worldwide annually,32 but themechanism behind aggression remains unclear. In

this study, we performed a series of experiments to detect, and functionally prove the pivotal role of previously uncharacterized PLGABAergic

neurons, and to characterize a downstream target - LH orexinergic neurons in modulating aggressive behavior. We identified an important

role of GABAergic PL neurons as a ‘‘brake’’ in regulating aggression. Activating these neurons could inhibit aggressive behavior and reduce

CPP in AGGs. Furthermore, we provided causal evidence for the anatomical and functional connectivity of the PL-LH circuit. The GABAergic

PL-orexinergic LH projection is an important control circuit for intermale aggressive behavior, both of which may be targets for curbing

aggression.

Initially, we used the RI test and CPP model to screen aggressive and non-aggressive CD-1 mice. The level of aggressive behavior often

increases in the first trials but generally stabilizes after three trials. After repeated interactions with invader, AGGs exhibit increased serum

testosterone and decreased corticosterone levels compared with NONs, suggesting that NONs may be less dominant. These results are

similar to previous studies that found individual differences in aggressive behavior between antagonists in CD-1 mice.2,21,33 Next, to search

for aggression-activated nuclei, we detected c-Fos expression in the whole brain. c-Fos is an immediate-early gene that is generally used as a

marker for activated neurons.34 Our study found that bilateral PL nuclei were dramatically activated during aggression. This result agrees with

previous studies showing that subdivisions of the prefrontal cortex become activated by fights in rodents and primates.8,35–38 Althoughmore

glutamatergic neurons (88.8%) than GABAergic neurons (11.2%) were observed in the PL and the activity of the PL as a whole might be

increased during aggression or in response to aggression-related cues, we identified a small subset of GABAergic c-Fos+ PL neurons that

were robustly inhibited in aggression behavior. These results add new insight into the complex, delicate regulatory role of PL in maintaining

the balance of impulsive behavior.

Using in vivo fiber photometry to measure neuronal activity, we found that firing frequencies of GABAergic PL neurons were significantly

decreased in AGGs compared with NONs. These results are consistent with the c-Fos results and a previous study showing that most acti-

vated cells in the PL of AGGs were glutamatergic cells, whereas the number of activated interneurons in the PL was decreased.36 However,

many questions about these neurons remain. First, do GABAergic PL neurons act as a brake in aggression? In the neocortex, 85–90% of neu-

rons are pyramidal cells, and the rest are GABAergic inhibitory neurons.23,39 GABAergic neurons are involved in regulation a wide range of

neuroprocesses in the brain.40 Here, we provide evidence that the direct optogenetic activation of GABAergic PL neurons of AGGs inhibits

aggression and aggression CPP, whereas the optogenetic inhibition of GABAergic PL neurons of AGGspromotes aggression and aggression

CPP. Similarly, using the chemogenetic activation of GABAergic PL neurons of AGGspromoted aversion of the intruder-paired context during

aggression CPP, but this effect did not appear in NONs. Along with the finding that activated GABAergic neuron are increased in NONs

Figure 4. Continued

(J) Representative images of immunofluorescence for mCherry (orexinergic neuron, red), c-Fos (green), and DAPI (blue) in mCherry group and eNpHR group

(scale bar, 30 mm).

(K) Yellow light increased the percent of c-Fos+ and GABA+ co-expression neurons in eNpHR group compared to mCherry group. Two-tailed unpaired t-test,

p = 0.0004. n = 6 mice for each group.

(L) eNpHR-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons reduced attack latency in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0398, n = 9 mice for each group.

(M) eNpHR-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased attack bouts in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0278, n = 9 mice for each group.

(N) eNpHR-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased attack duration in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0057, n = 9 mice for each group.

(O) eNpHR-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased pursuit bouts in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0037, n = 9 mice for each group.

(P) eNpHR-mediated stimulation of GABAergic PL neurons increased pursuit duration in RI. Two-tailed paired t-test, p = 0.0017, n = 9 mice for each group.

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; All data were presented as means G SEM.
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during the aggression test as compared to AGGs, these results indicate that the further activation of PL GABAergic neurons did not alter the

decision of non-aggression toward intruder in NONs. On the contrary, chemogenetic inhibition of GABAergic PL neurons of AGGs increased

the duration of paired CPP. Chemogenic inhibition of hM4Di expressed GABAergic PL neurons in NONs also significantly increased the

paired time in the CPP of NONs. These results provide evidence that the GABAergic neurons of the PL are involved in the modulation of

aggression behavior. The few activatedGABAergic PL neurons in AGGs did provide some control toward violent behavior. Inhibition of these

neurons could escalate aggressive behavior, while the disinhibition of the PLGABAergic neurons in the ‘‘peacemaker’’ NONs could also elicit

aggression-like behavior. Therefore, we believe that GABAergic PL neurons act as a brake in aggressive behavior. When exposed to an

intruder, AGGs exhibit decreased activity of GABAergic PL neurons as compared to NONs, contributing to a behavioral preference for envi-

ronmental contexts associated with the interaction. This is the first study to provide functional evidence that GABAergic PL neurons produce

inhibitory control to regulate aggressive interactions. Second, the question remains whether there is top-down projection-specific connec-

tivity in aggression. Notably, twomajor outputs of the PL, the PAG projections and the nucleus accumbens (NAc), were previously implicated

in social defeat and acute avoidance behavior, respectively.41,42 Decreased top-down control by cortical areas is thought to underlie path-

ological forms of aggression.43,44 In our study, anterograde tracing showed prominent axonal projection of GABAergic PL neurons to the

IC, HDB, and LH. However, only the manipulation of the LH terminals of PL GABAergic projections affected aggression. Our results agree

with a recent study suggesting that PL-LH neurons modulate dominance through social competition.4

The next question is which kind of neurons in LH participate in the aggressive behavior? The LH comprises a diversity of cell types and has

been shown to drive hypersocial behavior and social investigation,45 as well as modulate social defensive behaviors.46,47 Interestingly, studies

Figure 5. Validation of LH orexinergic neurons involved in regulating aggressive behavior

(A) Schematic showing viral injection into the PL and recording in the LH for (E)–(F).

(B) Representative images of immunofluorescence for orexin (green), terminals of GABAergic PL neuron (red) and DAPI (blue) after virus injection in PL (scale bar,

30 mm).

(C) Representative image of a typical LH neuron with the visible patch pipette (scale bar: 30 mm).

(D) Representative images of immunofluorescence for biocytin (green), orexin (red) and DAPI (blue) in LH (scale bar, 50 mm).

(E) Representative traces from an orexinergic neuron in the LH during baseline (top), CNO (Line 2), bicuculline (Line 3), wash bicuculline (Line 4), and wash CNO

(bottom) conditions. Scatterplot representative the firing rate of orexinergic neurons in the LH firing. Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA with repeated measures,

n = 8 biologically independent mice, n = 12 cells, p = 0.7826.

(F) Representative traces from an orexinergic neuron in the LH during baseline (top), CNO (Line 2), bicuculline (Line 3), wash bicuculline (Line 4), and wash CNO

(bottom) conditions. Scatterplot representative the firing rate of orexinergic neurons in the LH firing. Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA with repeated measures,

n = 8 biologically independentmice, n = 12 cells, p < 0.0001. Dunn’s multiple-comparisons baseline versus orexin-A, adjusted p < 0.0001; CNO versus bicuculline,

adjusted p = 0.0041; bicuculline versus wash bicuculline, adjusted p = 0.0017; wash bicuculline versus wash CNO, adjusted p = 0.0002.
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Figure 6. LH orexinergic neurons involved in regulating aggressive behavior

(A) Flowchart of the orexin-A activation experiment.

(B) Flowchart of the almorexant inhibition experiment.
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have found that orexinergic neuron cell bodies are localized exclusively in the LH.48,49 There is evidence that orexin signaling in the lateral

habenula (LHb) GABAergic neurons regulate aggression reward,21 which is similar to several other studies demonstrating a role of orexin

in other motivated behaviors, such as win fights.50 Inhibition of orexin signaling reduces CPP,51 self-administration52 and relapse for abusive

drugs.30,53,54 Thus, we hypothesized that GABAergic PL neurons may project onto orexinergic LH neurons to elicit aggressive control. As ex-

pected, GABAergic PL neurons directly project to LH orexinergic neurons. The ex vivo experiments suggested that the chemogenetic acti-

vation of GABAergic axon terminals coming from the PL with CNO significantly altered the orexinergic neuron firing rate in the LH. Bicuculline

reversed the CNO-induced orexinergic neuron firing in the LH. This result suggests PL GABA transmission exert orexinergic modulation ef-

fects in the LH. Furthermore, when GABAergic axonal terminals from the PL were optogenetically inhibited in LH, aggressive behaviors were

promoted, while the activation of this projection significantly reduced aggressive behaviors in mice. All these results confirmed that

GABAergic PL neurons project to orexinergic LH neurons to regulate aggressive behavior. Furthermore, are LH orexinergic neurons directly

involved in the aggressive behavior? To answer this question, we performed a pharmacological experiment to directly activate LH-orexinergic

neurons by orexin-A. The results showed that the mice exhibited more aggressive behavior and had a CPP for the intruder-paired context.

However, blocking the orexin receptor significantly reduced the aggressive behavior ofmice anddisplayed conditionedplace aversion. These

data support the conclusion that orexinergic neurons in LH are specifically involved in the regulation of aggressive behavior.

Collectively, we show that GABAergic PL neurons play an important role in modulating aggression and preference for aggression-paired

contexts through the disinhibition of orexinergic LH neurons. Our results provide new insights into the neural circuitry of territorial aggression

behavior. Further elucidation of how neuronal populations in the brain affect the generation and modulation of aggressive behaviors is

needed.

Limitations of study

Notably, GABAergic neurons in the PL are composed of several subsets of functionally distinguished interneurons including parvalbumin-ex-

pressing (PV), somatostatin-expressing (SST), cholecystokinin (CCK), and vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) positive neurons.14,55–57 To

better understand this PL-LH circuit in aggression, it is important to identify the specific subtype of interneurons that accounts for projection

to the LH and modulation of aggression. To be noted, there is also limitation to this study that all the experiments in the current study were

conducted during the light phase, which is a period of lower activity levels for nocturnal rodents. Previous studies suggest that orexin signal in

the LH exhibits circadian control, which may influence the regulation of aggressive behavior in different phases.31,58 Even though the mech-

anism has not been fully elucidated, aggressive behaviors do vary during light and dark conditions.59 Future study exploring whether light-

dark cycle influences the PL-LH circuit on aggressive behavior is warranted.
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Figure 6. Continued

(C) Activation of orexinergic LH neurons decreased attack latency after orexin-A treatment in RI. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0385, n = 8mice for each group.

(D) Activation of orexinergic LH neurons increased attack bouts after orexin-A treatment in RI. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0418, n = 8 mice for each group.

(E) Activation of orexinergic LH neurons increased attack duration after orexin-A treatment in RI. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0194, n = 8mice for each group.

(F) Activation of orexinergic LH neurons increased pursuit bouts after orexin-A treatment in RI. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0102, n = 8 mice for each group.

(G) Activation of orexinergic LH neurons increased pursuit duration after orexin-A treatment in RI. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0071, n = 8 mice for each group.

(H) Representative CPP heatmaps for Vehicle and orexin-A in AGGs.

(I) Normalized CPP score in AGGs. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0204, n = 8 mice for each group.

(J) Duration of the intruder paired. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0359, n = 8 mice for each group.

(K) Inhibition of orexinergic signaling increased attack latency after almorexant treatment in RI. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0241, n = 8 mice for each group.

(L) Inhibition of orexinergic signaling reduced attack bouts after almorexant treatment in RI. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0175, n = 8 mice for each group.

(M) Inhibition of orexinergic signaling reduced attack duration after almorexant treatment in RI. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0008, n = 8mice for each group.

(N) Inhibition of orexinergic signaling reduced pursuit bouts after almorexant treatment in RI. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0026, n = 8 mice for each group.

(O) Inhibition of orexinergic signaling reduced pursuit duration after almorexant treatment in RI. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0186, n = 8mice for each group.

(P) Representative CPP heatmaps for Vehicle and almorexant in AGGs.

(Q) Normalized CPP score in AGGs. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0018, n = 8 mice for each group.

(R) Duration of the intruder paired. Two-tailed unpaired t-test, p = 0.0002, n = 8mice for each group. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; All data were presented as

means G SEM.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Animals

MaleCD-1 (ICR)mice (30–40g) were 3months old. Themale and female should be housed together in a cage at least oneweekbefore testing.

Subjects were confirmed to have equal access, experience and success as breeders.Male C57BL/6Jmicewere obtained at 8 weeks of age and

used as novel intruders. All mice were obtained fromBeijingWeitong Lihua Experimental Animal Technology Co., Ltd. CD-1mice were single

housed, and C57BL/6J mice were group housed. Mice were maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle at 21G 2�C with ad libitum access to food

and water. All animal procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee for Animal Experimentation of the Army Medical University and in

accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Experimental design

Experiment 1. aggression screening

After a habituation period of seven days, male CD-1mice were subjected to RI testing for three consecutive days, and then an aggression CPP

was performed. The aggressionCPP lasted five days (pretest 1 day, acquisition 3 days, and final test 1 day). On the 16th day, the open field test

was performed. To assay testosterone or corticosterone after 24 h of the final screening (Figure S1A).

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit polyclonal anti-c-fos Abcam Cat# ab190289; RRID: AB_2737414

Mouse monoclonal anti-Vglut2 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# MAB5504; RRID: AB_2187552

Rabbit polyclonal anti-GABA Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A2052; RRID: AB_477652

Rat monoclonal anti-c-Fos Synaptic Systems Cat# 226017; RRID: AB_2864765

Rat polyclonal anti-Orexin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# AB3704; RRID: AB_91545

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

CNO Sigma-Aldrich C0832

Orexin-A Abmole Bioscience M9573

Almorexant Abmole Bioscience M3261

Critical commercial assays

Testosterone ELISA Kit Abnova KA6128

Corticosterone ELISA Kit Abnova KA6129

Software and algorithms

VisuTrack Shanghai Xinruan https://www.shxinruan.com/dwxwfxrj/2.html

Photometry signal algorithm Thinkerbiotech http://www.thinkerbiotech.com/
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Experiment 2. effects of aggressive behavior on the activity of PL neurons

RI test for three consecutive days, 1.5 h after the end of the RI test on day 3, we detected the activity changes of glutamatergic andGABAergic

neurons in PL by immunofluorescence in NONs and AGGs (Figure 1A). Then, we injected AAV2/9-mDlx-GCaMP6s and implanted optical fi-

bers into the PL three weeks later to record GCaMP fluorescence signals in NONs and AGGs, respectively (Figure 1G). Finally, we injected

AAV-mDlx-EGFP into the PL and performed whole-cell patch clamp recordings 3 weeks later. The firing frequency of GABAergic neurons

in the PL was recorded in NONs and AGGs (Figure 1H).

Experiment 3. odulation of GABAergic PL neurons on aggressive behavior

Activation of GABAergic PL neurons: After RI testing for three consecutive days, we injected AAV2/9-mDlx-mCherry or AAV2/9-mDlx-

hM3D(Gq)-mCherry into the PL. The experiment was divided into four groups: mCherry+vehicle, mCherry+CNO, hM3Dq+vehicle, hM3Dq+

CNO. Three weeks later, we injected AGGs intraperitoneally either vehicle or CNO, and 30 min later RI test was performed. At 1.5 h after the

end of the RI test, brain tissue was collected for immunofluorescence. In addition, we injected AAV2/9-mDlx-mCherry or AAV2/9-mDlx-

hChR2-mCherry into the PL of AGGs. The experiment was divided into two groups: mCherry and ChR2. Three weeks later, we stimulated

each AGG with blue light (473 nm) and compared the differences in RI assay between the two groups of mice before and after light admin-

istration. For the RI experiments, mice were tested twice on the same day (in a counterbalanced manner) under both light-on and light-off

conditions, with at least 4 h between the two sessions. Brain tissue was collected 1.5 h after the end of the RI test for immunofluorescence

(Figure 2A).

Inhibition of GABAergic PL neurons: After RI testing on three consecutive days, we injected AAV2/9-mDlx-EGFP or AAV2/9-mDlx-

hM4D(Gi)-EGFP into the PL. The experiment was divided into four groups: EGFP+vehicle, EGFP+CNO, hM4Di+vehicle, hM4Di+CNO. Three

weeks later, we injectedAGGs intraperitoneally either vehicle or CNO, and 30min later RI assay was performed. At 1.5 h after the end of the RI

test, brain tissue was collected for immunofluorescence. In addition, we injected AAV2/9-mDlx-EGFP or AAV2/9-mDlx-eNpHR-EGFP into the

PL of AGGs. The experiment was divided into two groups: EGFP and eNpHR. Three weeks later, we stimulated each AGG with yellow light

(589 nm) and compared the differences in RI assay between the two groups of mice before and after light administration. For the RI exper-

iments, mice were tested twice on the same day (in a counterbalanced manner) under both light-on and light-off conditions, with at least 4 h

between the two sessions. Brain tissue was collected 1.5 h after the end of the RI test for immunofluorescence (Figure 2B).

For aggression CPP: After RI testing for three consecutive days, we injected AAV2/9-mDlx-mCherry, AAV2/9-mDlx-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry, or

AAV2/9-mDlx-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry into the PL. The experiment was divided into three groups: mCherry, hM3Dq, hM4Di. Three weeks later, an

aggression CPP was performed. After the pretest (1 day) and acquisition (3 days), the AGGs and NONs were injected intraperitoneally with

CNO 30 min before the test on the test day (Figure S3A).

Experiment 4. manipulation of GABAergic PL-LH projection influences aggression

First, we injected AAV-mDlx-EGFP into the CD-1 mice to track the downstream areas of GABAergic PL neurons anterograde. Three weeks

later, we sacrificed the mice and examined the whole brain for EGFG-positive axon expression. We then injected AAV-mDlx-mCherry,

AAV-mDlx-hChR2-mCherry, or AAV-mDlx-eNpHR-mCherry into the PL. For the activation experiment, mice were divided into two groups

depending on the virus: mCherry and ChR2. For the inhibition experiment, mice were divided into two groups depending on the virus:

mCherry and eNpHR. Three weeks later, ChR2-or eNpHR-mediated simulation of axonal terminals of GABAergic PL neurons was performed

in IC, HDB, and LH. The RI test was used to observe the changes in aggressive behavior of the mice.

To confirm that there was an anatomical connection and functional regulation in the PL-LH circuit, we injected AAV-mDlx-mCherry or AAV-

mDlx-hM3D(Gq)- mCherry into the PL. Three weeks later, we examined the expression of GABA-positive axons with orexinergic neurons in

LH. Next, we used the whole-cell patch-clamp technique to record orexigenic neurons in LH and observed the firing frequency of orexigenic

neurons in LH under different conditions, i.e., �50mV/CNO/bicuculline/washout of bicuculline/washed out CON.

Experiment 5. manipulation of orexinergic LH neurons influences aggression

To activate orexinergic LH neurons, after RI testing on three consecutive days, AGGs were randomly assigned to a vehicle group and an

orexin-A group. We implanted cannulae into the lateral hypothalamus, and seven days after surgery, we injected vehicle or orexin-A into

the LH. Mice were then returned to home boxes, and the RI test was performed 1 h later. The aggression CPP was performed on the following

five days, and orexin-A was administered 1 h before the test on the test day (Figure 6A).

To inhibit orexinergic LH neurons, after RI testing on three consecutive days, AGGs were randomly assigned to a vehicle group and an

almorexant group. Almorexant was administered orally at a dose of 300 mg/kg on the experimental day, and the RI test was performed

1 h later. The aggression CPP was performed on the following five days, and almorexant was administered 1 h before the test on the test

day (Figure 6B).

METHOD DETAILS

Aggression screening/RI test

House the resident male and the companion female together in the resident cage for at least one week prior to testing, CD-1 mice were

exposed to a novel C57BL/6J intruder for 10 min daily over three consecutive days.2 Each intruder presentation took place within the
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home cage of the experimental mouse between 9:00 and 17:00 under white light conditions. During RI sessions, to allow unimpeded viewing

and video recording of sessions, the cage top apparatus was removed. In CD-1 mice, it was determined that there would not be induction of

stress-related or anxiety-related behaviors by choosing the duration and number of screening sessions. Video recorded (1) the latency to

initial aggression, (2) the number of aggressive bouts, (3) the total duration of aggression, (4) the number of pursuit bouts, and (5) the total

duration of pursuits. These behaviors are defined as follows2,21: initiation of aggression is defined by the first clear physical opponent inter-

action initiated by the CD-1 mouse, not including grooming or pursuit behavior. Aggressive duration is defined by an aggression cycle with

continuous orientation of the CD-1 mouse toward the intruder. As soon as the resident mouse turned away from the intruder after initiating

the attack, the attack was deemed completed. This definition allows for slight breaks (less than 5 s). AGGs were defined as CD-1 mice that

initiated aggression during screening, and NONs were defined as mice that did not initiate any aggression during screening. Aggression

screening was stopped if an intruder showed signs of injury. Ethological analysis of aggression behavior was performed by two blinded

observers.

Aggression conditioned place preference (CPP)

After CD-1 mice screened with the RI test, an aggression CPP was performed on the fourth day. The aggression CPP task involved three

phases: pretest, acquisition, and test. Before all testing, the mice were acclimated to the testing facility for 1 h. During all phases, red light

was used, and sound abated. The CPP apparatus (Shanghai Xinruan) consisted of two unique conditioning chambers. One chamber had a

white condition, and the other chamber had a black condition that allowed mice to enter either chamber unbiasedly. The software can auto-

matically analyze the time of the movement track in the black box and in the white box and create two separate heat maps. In the pretest

phase, mice were placed in one of the chambers of the conditioning apparatus and allowed to freely explore the apparatus for 20 min. In

both chambers, there were no group differences in bias. For the acquisition phase, two conditioning trials were conducted daily for three

continuous days, resulting in six acquisition trials. Experimental mice were confined to one chamber for 10 min in the presence or absence

of a novel C57BL/6J intruder mouse during the morning (between 8:00 and 12:00) and afternoon (between 14:00 and 18:00) trials. The cham-

ber conditions were counterbalanced among all groups. During the test day, mice were placed in either chamber without the presence of

intruders and allowed to freely explore the apparatus for 20 min. To assess the behavior of aggression CPP data, we assessed (1) normalized

CPP (duration of the test phase spent in the chamber with the intruder divided by the duration of the pretest phase spent in the intruder-

paired chamber, taking into account behavior during both sessions) and (2) intruder-paired duration (duration of the test phase spent in

the chamber with the intruder, accounting only the behavior during the test session).

Open field test

During the open field test, experimental mice were acclimated to the testing facility for 1 h before testing. Open field tests were performed in

black Medical ABS Engineering Plastics (50 3 50 3 40 cm; Shanghai Xinruan) under red light conditions. Testing sessions lasted for 10 min.

VisuTrack (Shanghai Xinruan) was used to record behavior such as the total distance traveled, time spent in the entire arena and time spent in

the delineated center zones and corner zones.

Blood sampling and testosterone/corticosterone enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

A submandibular vein bleed frommice was collected 24 h after the final screening. Serum testosterone (Abnova, Testosterone ELISA Kit) and

corticosterone (Abnova, Corticosterone ELISA Kit) levels were assessed according to manufacturer specifications. After blood was collected

in a serum separator tube and allowed to clot for 30min at room temperature, it was centrifuged at 1,0003g for 10min and then stored frozen

(�20�C) until analysis. The minimal detectable limit is 0.066 ng/mL for testosterone and 6.1 ng/mL for corticosterone.

Immunofluorescent staining and confocal microscopy

Mice were deeply anesthetized with 50 mg/kg pentobarbital sodium and transcardially perfused with 50 mL cold phosphate-buffered saline

(PBS, pH 7.4) followed by fixation with 100mL cold 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. The brains were carefully removed from the skull, fixed

in 4% PFA for 12 h, and dehydrated with 20% and 30% sucrose overnight at 4�C. Continuous coronal sections were prepared on a freezing

microtome (Leica) at 40 mm.

Slices were collected and stored in PBS at 4�C until immunofluorescent staining. Sections undergoing immunofluorescent staining were

washed in PBS 3 times (5 min each time), and the brain slices were placed into 0.1% Triton X-100 to break the membrane for 1 h and then

incubated in a blocking solution containing 5%normal goat serum in PBS for 1 h at room temperature. Sliceswere then incubatedwith primary

antibodies in blocking solution at 4�C for 24 h. For primary antibodies, anti-rabbit c-fos (1:1000, ab190289, Abcam), anti-mouse VGlut2 (1:200,

MAB5504, Sigma-Aldrich), anti-rabbit GABA (1:2000, A2052, Sigma-Aldrich), anti-rat c-Fos (1:1000, 226017, SYSY) and anti-rabbit Orexin

(1:1000, AB3704, Sigma-Aldrich) were used. After primary antibody incubation, sections were washed with PBS 3 times (10 min each time)

and incubated for 2 h in secondary antibody at room temperature. DyLight 488 goat anti-mouse IgG (1:500, Abbkine), DyLight 594 goat

anti-rabbit IgG (1:500, Abbkine), DyLight 594 goat anti-rat IgG (1:500, Abbkine) and DyLight 488 goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:500, Abbkine)

were used. After staining with DAPI for 10 min and washing 3 times (10 min each time) with PBS, sections were mounted on glass microscope

slides, dried and covered with enhanced antifade mounting medium. Confocal images were acquired with an LSM 780 confocal microscope

(Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) and further processed by Zen3.3 software (Zeiss).
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In vitro electrophysiology

Mice used for in vitro electrophysiological recordings were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium and decapitated, and the brain was

removed immediately and submerged into ice-cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM) 124 NaCl, 3 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 2

MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, and 10 glucoses, adjusted to pH 7.2–7.4 and saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Coronal sections (300 mm thick) containing

the PL or LHwere sliced using a vibratome and allowed to equilibrate in recording ACSF oxygenatedwith 95%O2 and 5%CO2 for 1 h at room

temperature. Then, sections were transferred to a recording chamber, where they were maintained at 31�C and perfused with oxygen-

ated ACSF.

A whole-cell patch clamp experiment was performed on PL neurons expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP), and the

recording results were visualized with an uprightmicroscope (Olympus, Japan) equippedwith differential contrast optics, a 403water immer-

sion objective, and an infrared video imaging camera. In patch clamp recordings, capillary glass pipettes filled with an intrapipette solution

containing (in mM) 125 potassium gluconate, 20 KCl, 10 HEPES, 1 EGTA, 2 MgCl2$6H2O, and 4 ATP, adjusted to pH 7.2–7.4 with 1 KOH.

Whole-cell patch clamp recordings were obtained using a MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Axon Instruments, USA). Neurons that recorded

rapidly activated and deactivated sodium currents in current-clamp mode were considered to have good performance. In current-clamp

mode, recording the firing frequency of PL or LH neurons. A current waveform (�150 to 200 pA, 50 pA step, 500 ms) was injected into the

recording GABAergic PL neuron. Signals were digitalized at 10 kHz and filtered at 2 kHz with Digidata 1440A/D (Axon Instruments, USA).

Data were acquired and analyzed using Clampfit 10.7 software (Molecular Devices).

For characterization of the PL-to-LH connection, in vitro chemogenetically activating PL hM3D-mCherry neurons and the projected neu-

rons in the LHwere recorded. Action potentials were evoked in current-clamp configuration with themembrane potential holding to�50mV.

After recording baseline conditions for 2–3 min, 5 mM CNO (C0832, Sigma‒Aldrich, USA) was continuously bath-applied, and 2 min later,

50 mM bicuculline methbromide (Sigma‒Aldrich) was added for 2 min followed by washout. Bicuculline washout for 2–3 min followed by

CNO washout. Offline analysis was performed using Clampfit 10.7 (Molecular Devices). Spikes were counted during baseline, CNO and bi-

cuculline wash-in/out periods. To account for bath circulation, spikes were counted 2 min after the drug was added or after wash-out began.

Stereotaxic surgery and viral gene transfer

Mice (8–12 weeks old) were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (50 mg/kg, intraperitoneal injection, i.p.) and placed securely in a ste-

reotaxic frame (RWD Life Technology Co. Ltd., China). To prevent drying and hard light, ophthalmic ointment was applied to the eyes.

The scalp was shaved, cleaned with iodine and alcohol, and then incised to expose the skull. Drilling of small craniotomy holes (�1 mm diam-

eter) was performed under amicroscope for virus injection. Nanoject II (Drummond Scientific, Broomall, PA) was used to inject virus through a

micropipette opening of �20 mm. In the following procedure, 1 nL (1 nL/s) injections were made at 2 s intervals, resulting in a total of 100 nL.

After injection, the virus was allowed to diffuse for 10 min before the needle was withdrawn. For PL injections, the coordinates from bregma

were +2.1 mm AP, G0.3 mm ML and �1.8 mm DV at a 0� angle.
For fiber photometry experiments, CD1 mice were injected unilaterally in the PL with AAV2/9-mDlx-GCaMP6s (Shanghai Taitool Biosci-

ence Co., Ltd., China). The PL was implanted with optical fibers (FOC-W-2.5-200-0.37-2.0 mm, Inper) at the same time as the viral injection

and securedwith dental cement. For electrophysiology experiments, AAV2/9-mDlx-mCherry (a control virus that expressed only a fluorescent

protein) or AAV2/9-mDlx-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry (that expressed a CNO sensitive, excitatory G protein–coupled receptor plus a fluorescent pro-

tein) was injected bilaterally into the PL (Shanghai Taitool Bioscience Co., Ltd., China). For optogenetic experiments, AAV2/9-mDlx-EGFP,

AAV2/9-mDlx-mCherry, AAV2/9-mDlx-hChR2-mCherry (that expressed a blue light sensitive, excitatory G protein–coupled receptor plus a

fluorescent protein), AAV2/9-mDlx-eNpHR-mCherry (that expressed a yellow light sensitive, inhibitory G protein–coupled receptor plus a

fluorescent protein) or AAV2/9-mDlx-eNpHR-EGFP (Shanghai Taitool Bioscience Co., Ltd., China) was injected into the bilateral PL of CD1

mice, and the optic fibers (FOC-W-1.25-200-0.37-2.0/5.0 mm, Inper) were placed in the bilateral PL (+2.1 mm AP, G0.3 mm ML and

�1.65mmDV), bilateral LH (�1.2mmAP,G1mmML and�4.7mmDV), bilateral HDB (+0.5mmAP,G0.82mmML,�4.85mmDV) or bilateral

ic (�0.63 mmAP,G1.63 mmML,�3.6 mmDV). For chemogenetic experiments, AAV2/9-mDlx-EGFP, AAV2/9-mDlx-mCherry, AAV2/9-mDlx-

hM3D(Gq)-mCherry, AAV2/9-mDlx-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry (that expressed a CNO sensitive, inhibitory G protein–coupled receptor plus a fluo-

rescent protein) or AAV2/9-mDlx-hM4D(Gi)-EGFP (Shanghai Taitool Bioscience Co., Ltd., China) was injected into the bilateral PL of CD1

mice. Viruses were allowed at least 3 weeks for expression before electrophysiological or behavioral experiments. If viral transduction

extended beyond the PL region, the data were excluded from analysis.

Fiber photometry

The optical fibers (NA = 0.37, Inper) were implanted into the PL (coordinates, bregma: AP = +2.1 mm; ML = +0.3 mm; DV = �1.7 mm, with a

0� angle toward the midline) at the same time as the viral injection and secured with dental cement. For at least two weeks, each mouse was

housed separately to recover from the surgery and express the virus.

GCaMP fluorescence signals were recorded 3 weeks after surgery. Fluorescence emission was recorded with a fiber photometry system

(Thinkerbiotech, Nanjing, China). To record GCaMP fluorescence signals, a 480 nm LED was used. A second 405-nm LED reflected autofluor-

escence andmotion artifacts but did not correspond to GCaMP6s as a control. The laser power was adjusted to a low level of 15–25 mWat the

tip of the fiber to minimize bleaching. The timeline for aggression photometry experiments was as follows: viral injection and optical fiber

implantation (day 0), habituation to patch cord (days 15–21), and RI recordings (days 22–24). The mice were connected to the apparatus
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and allowed to rest for 10min before recording started. TheGCaMP signal was allowed to stabilize for 2min before the behavioral trial began.

Each recording session lasted for 10 min.

Analysis: The photometry signal F was converted to DF/F = (Vsignal – F0)/(F0 – Voffset) baseline, where the baseline level was determined

during the current recording period of the test. The resulting signals were analyzed by customwrittenMATLAB R2017b code (Thinkerbiotech,

Nanjing, China), while the area under the curve per second of DF/F was calculated by GraphPad Prism 8 software.

Optogenetic stimulation

Before the optogenetic experiment, the mouse is connected to the optical cable and habituated to the optical cable for 1 h every day for at

least 7 days. For blue light stimulation (ChR2), optical fibers were connected to a 473-nm blue laser diode (Intelligent optogenetic system,

Newdoon) using a patch cord with an FC/PC adapter (250 mm O. D, NA = 0.37,2-m long, Thinkerbiotech, Nanjing, China). The intensity

of the laser delivered to the brain was 10–15 mW. The PL, LH, HDB, and IC are optogenetically stimulated using pulses of 473-nm light,

20 ms in width, and 25 Hz, 15 s on and 15 s off.

For yellow light stimulation (NpHR), optical fibers were connected to a 589-nm yellow laser diode (Intelligent optogenetic system, New-

doon) to inhibit the neuron. Awaveformgenerator was used to generate constant light pulses for 8 s followedby 2 s of light off. The intensity of

the light delivered to the brain was 15–20 mW. The PL, LH, HDB, and IC are optogenetically inhibited using pulses of 589-nm light, 10 ms in

width, and 20 Hz. For RI experiments, mice were tested twice on the same day (in a counterbalanced manner) in both light-on and light-off

conditions, with at least 4 h between the two sessions.

Chemicals and drug administration

CNO (3 mg/kg, C0832, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was dissolved in vehicle (1% dimethyl sulfoxide in saline) and injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) into

the mice 30 min before the test. The control groups were injected with either vehicle or CNO. The crossover design ensured that the exper-

imenters were blinded as to the drugs administered.

Implantation of cannulas in lateral hypothalamus

Mice were anesthetized with 50 mg/kg pentobarbital sodium and placed in a stereotaxic frame. The skull was exposed, and stainless-steel

guide cannulae (diameter: 0.35 mm; length: 6 mm) were implanted bilaterally in the lateral hypothalamus using the following

coordinates: +2.1mmAP,G0.3mmML, and�1.8mmDV. The guide cannulaewere fixed to the skull with dental cement and three anchoring

screws. To prevent postoperative pain, the analgesic buprenorphine (0.01 mg/kg, intraperitoneally) was administered twice daily for the first

two days after surgery. Behavioral testing began after complete recovery (7 days after surgery).

Drugs and injection

Orexin-A was purchased from Abmole Bioscience (AbMole, USA) and dissolved in sterile phosphate-buffered saline. A total volume of 0.3 mL

solution containing 3 mg orexin-A was then injected at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min, controlled by a Nanoject microinfusion pump II (Drummond

Scientific, Broomall, PA).60 After injection, the drugs were allowed to diffuse for 10 min before the needle was withdrawn. The mice were then

returned to home boxes, and the RI test was performed 1 h later. The aggression CPP was performed on the following five days, and orexin-A

was administered 1 h before the test on the test day.

Almorexant was purchased from Abmole Bioscience (AbMole, USA), dissolved in sterile water containing 0.25% methylcellulose, and

administered orally at a dose of 300 mg/kg on the day of the experiment, and the RI test was performed 1 h later. The aggression CPP

was performed on the following five days, and almorexant was administered 1 h before the test on the test day.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data are presented as the meanG SEM. Sample sizes were determined in accordance with previous publications on aggressive regulation in

chemogenetics and optogenetics.2,21 All statistical details can be found in the figure legends, including the type of statistical analysis used, p

values, n, what n represents. Each dataset was tested for normality using the Shapiro‒Wilk test. If the dataset passes the normality test, para-

metric tests are used. Otherwise, nonparametric tests are used.

For comparisons between two groups, paired or unpaired two-tailed Student’s t tests were used. Mann‒Whitney rank sum or Wilcoxon

signed rank tests were used when the data were not normally distributed. For comparisons of three groups or more, one-way ANOVA was

used, followed by a Bonferroni post hoc test. For nonparametric datasets, comparisons of three or more groups were performed using

Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA followed by Dunn’s test for multiple comparisons. two-way ANOVA was used to analyze the effects of the

two intervention factors and their interaction effects. We excluded data points if they were statistically significant outliers based on Grubb’s

test for outliers. Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 8 software. Significant differences were set at p < 0.05.
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